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PREFACE 
This thesis is concerned with the definition of aesthetfo .distance 
as well as an application of the concept of a.~sthetic distance to (:hau~er~ 
Merch.ant's Tale. After aesthetic distance is defined as the result of 
the interaction of the devices an a.rtist employs to contrQl and manipulate 
viewer response and the experiences and perceptions the viewer takes 
to a work which determine his degree of ego~in.volvement in that work, 
the study then focuses on the element of point of view in the l\i1erchant 1s 
Tale. I believe that the most important control Chaucer creates· to es--- . . . 
tablish and maintain aesthetic distance in the tale if::1 in his use of three 
vantage points from which the tale i,s related. 
I wish to take tl;tis opportunity to thank the following members of 
my committee:. Dr. Jane Marie Luecke and Or. Oavid S. Berk~le;y~ 
who unselfishly gave of their time, and whose su~gestions anp. directions 
were invaluable; and Dr. Mary Rohrberger and Dr. Judson Milburn for 
their interest and assistance. 
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THE AESTHETIC P~OBLEM: OF DISTANCE 
IN CHAUCER'S ~ERQHANT'S TA~;E 
Although Geoffrey Chaucer lived six cent1,1ri~s ago, he is still 
acclaimed for his skill in creating varied t;ypef;! of literature. Hi~ 
'•· 
stories range from noble tales of courtly love (Troilus ~ Cri~f;qyd 1e is 
a good example) to bawdy fabU.aux (The Miller's Tale is a typical one), 
i 
and all of them are considered art. These works have been studied 
from many technical points of view. One wonders then, since there is 
great interest in the philosophy of art, why aesthetic dista:µce has not 
been treated in depth in relation. to Chaucer. Within the last five years 
Paul Ruggiers~ and Robert Jordan2 have written book"'.'lengtb studies 
which attempt to define the essential features of Chaucerian narrative. 
However, rieither of them concentrate on the co11cept of aesthetic dis-
. . . 
tance. Nevertheless, it would seem that Chaucer's skill in the manage-
ment of aesthetic distance is partly reaponsible for bis stature as an 
artist and his enduriµg position as the third poet qf England. 
The concept of aesthetic distance is itself an old one. The name 
11aesthetics 11 (from the Greek aisthesis. meaning "sense perception") 
I 
was first give;n to what earlier philosophers had called either the theory 
of beauty or the philosophy of taste by Alexander Baum~a:rten, a minor 
German phj_losopher, in bis Philo~gphiga,l M'1dits}tion~ <;o:qcern~pg 
Some Thine;s fertainif1:g t,Q Po1et:cy published hi 1735. H~ chose "aesthe-
tics" because he wished to emphasize the e~perience of art as a means 
of knowing. 3 Half a century later, Immanuel E:ant p1,1blishetl his aes-
1 
2 
thetic theory under the title Critique .s;u Judgment. Since then the prob-
. . . 
lems of aesthetic response and distance have been central to the pqilo-
sophical discussions of art. An object of an "entirely disinterested ... 
. f t" "K t "d II· 11· db t"f 1 " 4 H" t "d" . t t sahs ac ion, an sa1 , 1s ca e eau 1 u . 1s erm 1s1n eres -
ed" refers to what Philo Buck spe:;iks of as the objectification in art be-
cause of a perfection of form, which allows. the mind to "stand aloof 
[ J · . 115 and contemplate the work in its entirety. . 
During the century and a half since Kant's publication, numerous 
philosophers haye expounded aesthetic theories based on the idea that 
"the power of an artifice to keep [the viewer J at a certain di~tance from 
reality [ can J be a virtue rather than an inevitable obstacle to ... real-· 
116 . . . . . . . " ... 
ism, In 1912, Edward Bullough Jor;mulated the theory of psycluc 
distance" in his monumental essay, "Psychical Distance as a. Factor· 
in Art. and an Aesthetic Principle. " His theory i;lssu;m.es a psychologi-
cal state that a spectator either puts himself into or. is ind11ced into by 
observing some object. An object is an aesthetic one as a result of the 
spectator's state of mind, and it is because a work is ''psychically dis-
tanced" that it can be enjoyed by the viewer. Furtherrn.ore~ Bullough's 
concept of "psychic distance" deals with making sure a work is not 
"over-distanced, 11 which would allow it to be improbable, empty and 
absurd, preventing viewer response to it; nor "uµder-distanced, "which 
would make the work too personal to be enjoyed as art. Ideally, the 
viewer's attitude allows for "antinomy, " or the "utmost decrease in 
distance without its disappearance. 117 
According to the aesthetic theory of Sigmund Freud, the viewer's 
relation to a work of art is one of "sublimation" since he experiences a 
"mildly intoxicating kind of sensation" which allows him to 11fo:t1get 11 for 
3 
a moment the 11hardships of life. 118 Of a slightly different bent, how-
ever, are the theories of John Dewey and Leo Tolstoy. Dewey dis-
cusses aesthetic distance in terms of intense viewer ernotionai involve-
ment, because the viewer must "re-create" tq.e art object before it can 
be perceived as art. He must go through the same "pnocess of organi-
zation the creator of the work consciously experienced. 119 Tolstoy, too, 
bases his aesthetic theory on emotional response, since a viewer of an 
art object "is capable of experiencing the emotion which moved the man 
. 1110 who expressed 1t. Eliseo Vivas, however, objects to tq.eories based 
on emotional response, contending that distance should be defined in 
terms of "attention. " One is near an object when the mind interacts 
with it, and for the time his attention is controlled by that object. 1 \ 
Few of these theories, it seems to me, discuss explicitly the re-. 
lation of the artist to the work: they define this relation in terms of 
viewer reaction. Wayne Booth, however, indicates the artist's role by 
defining aesthetic distance as ", .. many different effects ... in a wor.k of 
art which control the viewer's involvement and detachment along vari-
ous lines of interest. " 12 Since it is my contention that the artist's role 
ought to be defined in terms of technique the artist employs if one is to 
treat scientifically the aesthetic problem of distance, I have formulated 
an operational definition of the term which will allow me to do so: 
Aesthetic distance is the result of the interaction of the d~vices the 
artist employs to control and manipulate viewer response and the ex-
periences and perceptions the viewer takes to a work which d~termine 
his degree of ego-involvement13 in the work. 
Each artist occupies a certain position in relation to his work, 
and the viewer stands at a distance determined by his own attitudes 
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which are conditioned by the artist's manipulation. The more skillfully 
the artist has executed the technical aspects of an art work, the nearer 
he is to the work. For example, the viewef of the Miller's~ is not 
overtly aware of the technique Chaucer employs to manipvlate him, 
which is a tribute to the skill of the artist. The single poip.t of view, 
the one plot growing gracefully from the other, the converging of the 
dual plots at the climax of the tale, and the terse, unified action, :move 
the tale both $moothly and swiftly, The viewer is only slightly con-
scious of the foreshadowing details (although he has subconsciously 
stored them away for future reference) and the development of the plot. 
For the purposes of this study, I have used the term technical control 
. j, 
for this concept of the devices employed by the artist to regulate viewer 
response. 
Just as the artist creates controls to regulate viewer response 
toward any work of art, the viewer takes to a work certain attitudes, 
perceptioni:, and values which condition his responses~ Because of the 
artist's technical control, there is an optimum distanc;e at which the 
viewer should be positioned. Optimum distance refers to the positio:q a 
viewer would take H his response to any work is proper. The first re-
sponse to any art object should be one of empathy. This :response 
should result from the viewer's understanding of the artist's treatment 
of the art object and the viewer's ego-involvement toward the object of 
that treatment. 
The more a viewer responds to any element of a work, the more 
he becomes ego-involved. For example, the greater the dista~te the 
viewer of Chaucer's Merchant's Tale feels for January when he tells 
May that any treatment of a woman is justifiable in marriage (assvming 
5 
that this idea is unethical according to the viewer's value system), the 
more he becomes ego-involved with January. But this attitude Qf dis-
gust for the character is proper, because of the artist's treatment of 
him, unless the viewer's distaste is so great that tt does not allow him 
. l 
to appreciate the rest of the tale. Unfortunately, though, the viewer 
cannot always maintain this proper position, since he takes to a work 
of art his varied experiences. For example, Shakespeare has created 
Othello, a character toward whom the viewer should respond since he 
is an admirable man destroyed by his noble intention to protect what he 
perceives as his honor, as well as by his overwhelming jealousy. Yet 
there are other ~haracters whom Shakespeare treats so that they all;lO 
should command attention: Iago, the villain, and Desdemona, the naive 
wife who dies at the hands of her husband, are examples of these. 
Nonetheless, an extremely jealous husband viewing Othello may become 
so concerned with the plight of the protagonist that he cannot empathize 
with other characters and situations. In any work of art, then, optimurn 
distance lies between the points within which a viewer may rei,lpond to 
one element and yet remain receptive to the work as a whole. (This 
concept, of course, depends upon the essential changelessness qf aver-
age human nature over the ages. ) Therefore, the position the viewer 
himself takes can be an important one in the total achievement of aes-
thetic distance. I have used the term Qsychologiqj!.l response for this 
concept of viewer-reaction to a work of art. 
The greater the artistic achievement, the more evidence there is 
of the artist's technical control and the more probability of a proper 
ego-involvement or psychological response on the part of the viewer. 
An artist who has created a valid work of art has been able to shape 
6 
the creation realizing what position is proper for the viewer. Psycho-
logical response will follow, then, from technical control. Althol.lgh 
the concepts are interdependent, however, viewer ego-involvement· 
does not necessarily mean that the artist achieves expert technical con-
trol. A viewer may become deeply ego-involved in a work that is high-
ly emotional, sensational, or obscene, because he cannot feel neutral-
ity toward it. For example, the viewer of John Cleland's Fanny HiH is 
likely to become greatly ego-involved in some of the erotic scenes of 
the book because the action extends beyond the limits of human decency 
and because such scenes are sustained with orgiastic continuity. Yet 
the work is classed as pornography rather than art because the tech-
nique is not well controlled: Cleland has failed in creating devices to 
regulate viewer response. 
The two concepts which have been referred to here as technical 
control and psychological response are useful in demonstrating the 
aesthetic theory that the interaction of these concepts results in aes-
thetic distance. I will use these concepts to discuss Chaucer's artistic 
achievement in the Merchant's I.s.k· 14 Since it seems to me that the 
most critical control device Chaucer employs to regulate viewer re-
sponse in the Merchant's Tale is in point of view, I will focus on point 
of view. In doing so, I will distinguish between three vantage points 
from which the tale is told, 
Although criticism has been written on various aspects of the 
Merchant's Tale, critics have not concentrated on the aesthetic prob-
lem of distance. Those who reprehend the tale for its "lasciviousness" 
and yet respect it as art discuss other elements to demonstrate its 
artistic merit. During this century much of the commentary on the 
tale has been focused on the organic unity or disunity of the tale. 
Kittredge interprets the tale as "the perfect expression of the Mer-
chant's angry disgust, 1115 and any discrepancy between what the 
7 
Merchant narrator says and what he is expected to say or do is consid-
ered dramatic irony. His view is upheld by Sedgewick, 16 Dempster, 17 
. 18 19 
Lumiansky, and Tatlock. More recent commentators, however, 
have challenged this view, asserting that it is not to debase Chaucer's 
art to admit that the Merchant's ~ may not be structurally unified. 
Jordan labels it "a gathering of independent parts held together only by 
very loose bindings, 1120 but he praises the tale for its unified moral 
viewpoint, Bronson, too, defends the view that the Merchant's Tale is 
a work of art without organic unity, since its tone seems contrary to 
the attitude of the Merchant narrator. 21 
Other critics have discussed the narrative art of the tale. 
Ruggiers and Jordan are the most recent of these. Ruggiers believes 
that Chaucer's narrative method creates in the tale "a level of con-
. 1122 
trolled satire nowhere else achieved m the Canterburx Tales. In 
Jordan's treatment of his subject, he mal.rns a statement concerning 
distance most relevant to my study. "Chaucer's narrative method," 
he says, "serves to distance ... [the viewer J from the characters in the 
1123 
Merchant',s Tale. 
Through Chaucer's narrative method, he. creates unique points of 
view in the Merchant's Tale. A questicm which has inspired much 
scholarship and encouraged speculation is whether or not the t1;1.le is 
told from the point of view of the Merchant. I believe, as Jordan does, 
that it does not matter to which Canterbury pilgrim the tale is assigned 
-,-none will fit--since the tale falls into "four or more clearly defined 
8 
sections about marriage" and does not "'characterize' a single, unified 
'l . l 't " 24 K M l t l d "th t th p1 grim persona 1 y. emp a one, oo, cone u es a e 
Merchant's Tale is told for its own sake." The Merchant tells his tale, 
11 . 1125 
not in character, but as the author's mouthpiece. · The work is 
developed with great technical skill through the use of several points of 
view which lend the tale a variety of tones, each employed as the sHua-
tion demands, 26 to evoke and regulate certain viewer responses. 
While the tale is told from an omniscient point of view, the view-
points may be further divided in terms of types of narrators: I classify 
them as the chorus-narrator, the ironic naive-narrator, and the Q.!UQ-1.-
s cient-narrator. 
Chorus-Narr a tor 
The chorus-narrator serves the same purpose as does the chorus 
in Greek drama--that is, as an instrument of the expression of emotion 
over crucial actions and deeds. Just like the Greek chorus, the 
chorus-narrator is a link with the audience to make the viewer feel 
closer participation in the drama, to provide him with a sense of com-
munity involvement in the issue of the action, and to :\nterrupt the ac-
tion and remove the tale a step from reality. Yet Chaucer's chorus-
narrator does more: it also serves as a mock-heroic foil by providing 
grandeur and seriousness when absurdity and levity are appropriate. 
The voice of the chorus-narrator is first heard during the wed-
ding feast after Damyan is introduced to the viewer as a "lovesick" 
man whose pain May will eventually ease. The voice addresses 
Damyan, January, and God, bidding God to warn January' of the danger 
of having the squire in his service (11. 1783-1794). 27 It next makes an 
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impassioned address to Fortune which has "deceived" January by 
striking him blind (11. 2057-2068 ); then it laments the fact that a man 
may be, "blindly deceived" though he may have a hundred eyes as Argus 
does (11. 2107-2110); and it finally invokes Ovid, who wrote the tale of 
Pyramus and Thisbe, lovers who, against all odds, find a way to meet 
(11. 2125-2131). 
At the opening of the Merchant's Tale, Chau9er has set the stage 
for a high tragedy by presenting a "worthy, " prosperous knight, whom 
the viewer senses may fall from his lofty estate because of some 
hamartia, or tragic flaw. The first twenty-two lines are structurally 
like the beginning of Euripides' Hippolytus, 28 which also presents, 
through exposition, 29 a biographical sketch of the protagonist. Yet as 
January is skillfully developed, h~ appears foolish rather than wise, 
lecherous rather than "worthy, " and his tragic flaw is his blindness to 
the truth- -his desire to believe that he can cultivate his soul by feeding 
his bodily lust. The discrepancies between what is expected and what 
is learned of January are great, and as a result initial appreciation for 
his integrity alters rapidly as the tale unfolds. Hence, by the time the 
chorus-narrator interrupts the action, the artist has carved January 
down to a sliver of an image; however, he has placed him on a stage 
set for "tragedy. " Through the juxtaposition of tragic and comic ele-
ments, Chaucer is able to develop January's situation as comical. 
Each time the chorus-narrator speaks, the address, positioned 
amid the affairs of January and his young wife, becomes inappropriate 
because of Chaucer's expert technical control. For example, the "O 
sodeyn hap! 0 thou Fortune unstable! ... /Why hastow Januarie thus 
deceyved ... " (11. 2057, 2065) is not an inappropriate manner in which 
10 
to address Fortune, against whose forces man is defenseless; but the 
overstated concern it expresses for January reinforces the triviality of 
his plight. 30 January, never aware of his own delusions, asks advice 
of others wiser than he and refuses to listen to it. After requesting aid 
in choosing a wife, he then selects one himself, having considered only 
her superficial beauty. And once he is married, he justifies his lewd 
acts toward his wife. A tragic character could have weaknesses simi-
lar to January's; however, throughout the tale January is caricatured 
rather than treated sympathetically, and therefore appears comical. 
The resuU, then, of each passage, is not so much an impression of the 
concern it seems to express for January, but rather of the absurdity of 
expressing it in an elevated manner. Nevertheless, the humor in each 
passage depends upon an awareness that in contrast to this situation 
31 
are moments appropriate for such elevated appeals. Such a moment 
occurs when Sophocles' chorus warns Oedipus Rex of the danger 
inherent in locating the murderer of the slain king. 
Although technical control is expert, the viewer is not deeply 
ego-involved when the tale is told from the point of view of the chorus-
narrator. Because the viewer has become accustomed to the regular-
ity with which one trivial incident follows another, and because human 
beings are secure with order and predictability, the lofty outcries of 
the chorus-narrator break the rhythm abruptly. In so doing, they 
shatter viewer-illusion by removing the tale a step from reality and by 
somewhat preventing viewer-involvement. For example, the tale pro-
ceeds smoothly, describing ~January and his marriage preparations, 
then the wedding feast, during which the viewer is introduced to 
Damyan, who, 11 ••• so ravysshed on his lady May ... swelte [s J and 
11 
swown [ s ] 1 ' (11. 177 4, 177 6 ). Leaving him, the artist presents for the 
first time the chorus-narrator whose moralistic voice warns clanuary 
of Damyan. Because the viewer has seen January's image diminish so 
appreciably that he experiences little respect for him, the appeal to 
January to " ... se how thy Damyan ... /Entendeth for to do thee vileynye, I 
God graunte thee thy hoomly fo t'espye!"(ll. 1789, 1791, 1792) from the 
narrator does not strike a responsive chord in the viewer; he neither 
sympathizes with the concern for the welfare of January nor feels open 
opposition to it. Rather, he is surprised that anyone so dignified as 
the chorus-narrator would take such a stand for January. Psycho-
logical response, nonetheless, is not neutral, because each chorus--
narrator passage, taken with the rest of the tale, provides the viewer 
a sense of the moral significance of the fall of a man, whether or not 
his plight compels pity and fear. This achievement is a result of the 
artist's treatment of January as a character with a touch of Everyman 
--as a human being insecure enough that he convinces himself that God 
will justify his lechery if he is married. 
Ironic Naive-Narrator 
The second point of view which may be considered as a means of 
examining aesthetic distance is that of the ironic naive-narrator. In 
literature of the last century and a half the naive-narrator is the osten-
sible author of a narrative whose implications are much plainer to the 
viewer than to the narrator himself. 32 In the Merchant's Tale, the 
ironic naive-narrator is the reverse of the modern naive-narrator, for 
he is conscious of the effects of his comments and, furthermore, apolo-
gizes before he presents them. He appears disarmingly innocent when 
12 
there is a passage of comic obscenity to be related. Readers of the 
Canterbury Tales are familiar with this narrator, because he first 
appears in the General Prologue to the tales as "Chaucer the Pilgrim" 
(11. 725-746L 33 and again in the Prologue to the Mjller's Tale (11. 3181-
3186). In both contexts his function is to apologize for relating bawdy 
incidents which, in being true to the pilgrim who has told them origin-
ally, he must do. Integrity will only permit him to report honestly. 
In the Merchant's Tale., the ironic naive-narrator appears three 
times. He first intrudes after the marriage of January and May 
(11. 1962-1966); again when May climbs the pec;1r tree to meet Damyan 
(11. 2350-2353 ); and finally, he appears to describe the i3.Ctivity of 
Damyan and May in the pear tree (11. 2362- 2363 ). Each time the narra-
tor speaks, expertise in the artist's handling of material that could be-
come pornographic in the hc;1nds of a less skillful artist is evident. For 
instance, Chaucer, in the first intrusion, leaves much to viewer imag-
ination. After the concrete descriptions of the amorous husband's pre-
parations for bed by taking aphrodiasics, close-up details of his repul-
sive physical features, insight into his philosophy that a woman is 
property and that sex is violence inflicted upon her, 34 the artist 
reveals that January requests May's affections. After his request, the 
ironic naive-narrator says: 
But les1t that precious folk be with me wrooth, 
How that he wroghte, I dar not to yow telle, 
Or wheither hire thoughte it paradys or helle. 
But heere I lete hem worken in hir wyse 
Til evensong rong, and that they moste aryse. 
(11, 1962-1966) 
As the narrator describes January's activity, the action is made to 
appear distasteful, and the ironic naive-narrator retires to his corner, 
tongue-in-cheek, suggesting through what he refuses to say, that May 
13 
is repulsed. This passage displays the artist's skill because his fore-
shadowing details (which the viewer has subconsciously stored away for 
reference) and his careful selection and presentation of other details 
are likely to evoke various proper viewer responses. Chaucer could 
not have achieved the same effect through a detailed description of the 
scene in point. It accomplishes its end by whetting the curiosity so 
that the mind reconstructs its own conception of January's corruption. 
It is natural to recall January's justification for his relations to-· 
ward his wife- -nothing is wrong which takes place under the yoke of 
matrimony; and to recall how ludicrous the artist's creation of January 
is: acquiring a wife is a business transaction; a wife must be no more 
than twenty years old (though her husband may be sixty); one can choose 
a wife indiscriminately as long as she is of " ... fair shap 'and ... fair 
visage" (1. 1580). As a result, it is logi~al to assume that January's 
treatment of May is tasteless. Therefore, the ironic naive-narrator's 
comment serves, through what is omitted, to reinforce previous im-
pressions that January is a man short of scruples and integrity. Also., 
since a few details, treated sensationally, could have made the passage 
appeal to "prurient interests, " this passage, partly owLng to its reti-
cence, stands as a monument to Chaucer's ability in technical control. 
The viewer becomes deeply ego-involved in the ironic naive-
narrator passage when the narrator conceals from the viewer whether 
indifferent May regards responding to her husband's request as "para-
dys or helle" (1, 1964). Since the details of January's bristly face, with 
"slakke skyn aboute his nekke" (1. 1848), and his broken· singing voice 
make him appear so unlovely, the viewer becomes sympathetic toward 
May, despite the fact that it has been implied earlier that she intends 
14 
to cuckold January. Both of their actions appear somewhat "immoral. 11 
Hence, the viewer becomes ego-involved on two levels: first because 
of his distaste for the couple's mutual lack of "morality," and second, 
because of his distaste for January and c;oncern for May. While May is 
without "governaunce or gentillesse" (1. 1603), January is much worse. 
Regarding this as the case, the viewer is forced into alliance with May. 
In the next ironic naive-narrator intrusion, the speaker asks 
that the ladies not be off ended with him for his description of Damyan 
and May's activity in the pear tree. He says, "Ladyes, I prey yow 
that ye be not wrooth" (1. 2350 ). Again Chaucer has carefully prepared 
for viewer response. The effect of the narrator's having admitted that 
what he plans to say will be ludicrous-,- "I kan nat glose, I am a rude 
man" (1. 2351) - -is that the erotic incident is completely disarming 
rather than offensive when it is :related. The artist limits the comment 
to two lines: "And sodeynly anon this Damyan/Gan pullen up the smok, 
and in he throng" (11. 2352-2353). Since the scene is neither as erotic 
nor a$ prolonged as might have been expected, judging from the elabo·-
rate preparations Damyan and May make for that moment, it is the 
discrepancy between the anticipated and the resulting action which 
allows the artist to elicit a complexity of responses, the first of which 
b " . 1135 may e only rapt attent10n. 
Yet the effect of this ironic naive-narrator passage on the viewer 
is not that of deep ego-involvement. The sucldenness of the action dis-
poses of any tenderness in the relationship, and while the viewer 
neither identifies nor sympathizes with either character, he also is not 
repelled enough to become greatly ego-involved. The action, however, 
is certainly abnormal 36 - -it is hard to imagine Damyan's thrusting 
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himself upon May ip a pear tree. Therefore, the viewer is probably 
shocked into spontaneous laughter, or into some other response proper 
to comedy, by the baldness of the statement, and because the charac-
ters have only superficial human emotions. 37 
Another element which somewhat prevents deep viewer ego-
in vol ve;ment is the balance between the actions of Damyan and May and 
the previous actions of January. Throughout the tale descriptions of 
January's actions have made him appear unpleasant enough so that the 
viewer is not overly concerned with his plight even when he is cuckold-
ed, and viewer attention is diverted from the details of the powerfully 
graphic action of the youth to moral questions raised by their actions. 
In other words, the viewer's attention focuses on the poetic justice of 
Jan1,1ary 1s cuckoldom. 
Omniscient-Narrator 
Though the M§rchant's Tale emplqys the omniscient point of 
I , 
view, only passages not discussed here as chorus-narra~or or ironic 
naive-narrator passages will be referred to as remarks of the omni-
scient-narrator. This narrator is the all-knowing maker, who is not 
restricted to time, place, or c;:haracter, and is free to move and com-
ment at will. In the Merchant's~' he is always first person and 
occasionally hii;; attitudes creep into the tale. The cumulative tone 
effect is one of objective seriousness but the narrator's statements are 
consistently underlined by subtle ironies .which, when viewed in the 
light of the caricatured characters, leave the viewer with the impres-
sion that the tale is comical rather than tragic. This ni;trrator tells the 
January story with a limlted amount of vivid detail and carefully 
handles through summary that which he chooses not to focus on. He 
quickly dispenses with January's wedding preparations: 
I trowe it were to longe yow to tarie, 
If I yow tolde of every scrit and bond 
By which that she was f effed in his lond, 
Or for t0 herknen of hir riche array. 
(11. 1696-1699) 
But he gives a full account of the wedding it$elf: 
But finally yeomen is the day 
That to the chirche bothe be they went 
For to receyve the hooly sacrement. 
Forth comth the preest, with stole aboute his nekke, 
And bad hire be lyk Sarra and Rebekke 
In wysdom and in trouthe of mariage; 
And seyde his orisons, as is usage, . 
And craucheth hem, and bad God sholde hem blesse, 
And made al siker ynough with hoolynesse. 
(11. 1700-1708) 
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The omniscient-narrator concentrates on the wedding since it is to take 
on ironic significance as the characters reveal themselves to be most 
unconscious of the moral responsibilities symbolically bestowed upon 
them through the religious ceremony. 
When the tale is relatec,l fro;rn the point of view of the omniscient-
narrator, it becomes evident that it is more than just a farce. Unlike 
the Miller's Tale, which is farcically funny with little moral signifi-
cance, the Merchant's ~ is true comedy bec:ause ironies which 
evolve can suggest much about the human condition. As stated earlier 
in this study, with the material at hand Chaucer could have created a 
tragedy: Shakespeare's King Lear in his old age also suffers fro:rp. a 
blindness of the heart. Yet while Shakespeare treats Lear compassion-
ately, revealing a man who, through adversity, retains human feelings, 
Chaucer chooses to make of January a caricature from whose plight 
grows philosophical, moral, and religious implications. 
After the omniscient-narrator introduces January's desire for 
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ma:ririage, he adds: "Were it for hoolynesse or for dotage,/ I kan nat 
11 · 38 seye ... (11. 1253-1254), and a few hnes later repeats a fact that has 
been mentioned once before: January is old, which implies that out of 
his senility has g;rown his desire for marriage. When the two friends 
offer advice, their arguments present the "points of view human nature 
instinctively corroborates"-- the aspirations of religion and ;romance in 
which ''life's actions exist for an ultimate idealized good, opposing the 
less rationalized instincts of th~ fabliau world in which appetite .exists 
only for gratification. 1139 The artist continually develops this conflict 
and January's blindness is revealec:i, for whenever h~ speaks he justi-
fies his own actions. But the opposite of what he believes to be true 
about himself and hilil motives is what the viewer constantly perceives 
to be true about him. 
Because January so desperately wants an excuse to marry, ;his 
delusions lead him to believe that he is marrying to please God; yet 
these delusions are handled curtly. Chaucer manipulates him so that 
each of his actions appears just as foolish as the one before. However, 
his "notion" that marriage is "so esy and so elem~" (1. 1264) "that I 
shal have myn hevene in erthe heere" (1. 1647) must surely be the art-
ist's masterstroke to make January appear fatuous, since a "wise" 
elderly man should have developed a more realistic attitude toward life 
than January has. 
The viewer's ego-involvement toward tpese discrepancies is 
great. What strikes the viewer most is that this senile ;man assumes 
the privileges of youth, and furthermore, abuses them. It il:l not 
likely, for instance, that a youth would "buy" a wife and build a para-
dise garden around her to guard her jealously against the world. 
n 
\ 
Eventtially questions arise in the mind of the viewer regarding the 
responf;libilities of one human being (or spouse) to another. Conse-
quently, psychological response is far from neutral. 
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Technical control is at its best in the final stages of the tale after 
January has been cuckolded. Here the omniscient-narrator gives the 
final touches to January's moral blindness, When January's physical 
sight is restored by Pluto and he vehemently accuses May of an illicit 
relationship in the tree, her elaborate excuse tempers his next accusa-
I 
tion. By degrees he admits his own blindness. "Me thoughte he dide 
thee ... ~wyveJ. .. "(l. 2386), he says. and when May accuses him of 
ungratefulness, he retracts his accusation. begging that she return to 
him. Yet he is never consciously aware of his blindness. Though 
Chaucer depicts no character but Justinus as the least bit admirable, 
January stands as a monument to the artist's ability to suggest what it 
means to be morally blind. January's willingness to be convinced that 
he has not been duped reveals his desire to remain deluded about his 
own morals and ethics. The element of tragedy evident is that any man 
would l;lide from the truth with such great desperation. 
Yet, toward this portion of the tale the viewer is not greatly ego-
involved. He has expected the cuckolding since it has been well fore-
shadowed when the narrator has revealed May's concern for Damyan's 
love malady. Also, there has been no ipdication in the tale that May 
is a moral woman--as is the Clerk's Griselde or the Franklin's 
Dorigen--and Damyan does not appear to be the idea,! courtly lover, 
Fmally, because the viewer knows January's nature, he experiences 
neither surprise no:r sentiment. He leaves the tale feeling that nothing 
significant has happened to change the relationships that have existed 
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among the characters before the crisis: the comic world is returned to 
order. Though January has been duped, .he has experienced only mo-
mentary discomfort. And since the climax of the tale is predictable 
from the standpoint of poetic justice, the viewer reserves his ego-
invol vern,ent to reflect upon the questions raised by the tale. 
That Chaucer is a great literary artist becomes evident through 
examinations of his work. Although there is a lack of criticism con-
cerning the aesthetic problem of distanc::e in Chaucerian literature, 
such a study seems relevant since the artist's ability to control viewer 
response is an important element in determining whether or not an art 
object is universal. A viewer may respond to any creative work, but 
art should not incite the emotional responses which are caused by the 
sensational, pornographic, sentimental or propagandistic. 
That there are a number of elements and devices which contrib-
ute toward making the Merchant's Tale a work of art I do not question. 
However, as I have pointed out in this study, it seems to me that the 
most important control which Chaucer employs to create aesthetic dis-
tance is in point of view. Also, because I believe that aesthetic dis-
tance may be discussed more scientifically if it is described both in 
terms of the artist's technique and the viewer's response, I have 
demo;nstrated this idea in this study. 
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